Gen White:

I feel that the basic and supplemental guidance does provide a sound basis for a revised development and IOC plan. I gather from Tom Power's letters the feeling that he does not have an adequate detailed picture of the problem. The whole goal is to achieve the best intelligence-gathering capability at the earliest date and not to compromise this by excessive concern over operational items which may be desirable but unessential and some of which may not prove desirable at all. It is simply a question of the best route to achieve the common aim and I believe the consensus is that our earlier program should be modified. I shall try to discuss this in some detail with Tommy Power and his staff when I am in Omaha in a couple of weeks. I believe your letter to him is sound and clear.

Joe
The White,

I feel that the basic and supplemented guidance does provide a sound basis for a revised development and 100 plan. I gather from Tom Farmer's letter the feeling that he does not have an adequate detailed picture of the problem. The whole goal is to achieve the best intelligence-gathering capability at the earliest date and not to compromise this by excessive concern over operational items which may be describable but uncertain and some of which may not even deserve it at all. It is simply a question of the best route to achieve this common aim and I believe the consensus is that our earlier program should be modified.

I shall try to discuss this in more detail with Tommy Prine and his staff when I am in Africa in a couple of weeks. I believe your letter to him is much in order.